Abstract: Hydro-sedimentary numerical models have been widely employed to derive suspended particulate matter (SPM) concentrations in coastal and estuarine waters. These hydro-sedimentary models are computationally and technically expensive in nature. Here we have used a computationally less-expensive, well-established methodology of self-organizing maps (SOMs) along with a hidden Markov model (HMM) to derive profiles of suspended particulate inorganic matter (SPIM). The concept of the proposed work is to benefit from all available data sets through the use of fusion methods and machine learning approaches that are able to process a growing amount of available data. This approach is applied to two different data sets entitled "Hidden" and "Observable". The hidden data are composed of 15 months (27 September 2007 to 30 December 2008) of hourly SPIM profiles extracted from the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS). The observable data include forcing parameter variables such as significant wave heights (Hs and Hs50 (50 days)) from the Wavewatch 3-HOMERE database and barotropic currents (Ubar and Vbar) from the Iberian-Biscay-Irish (IBI) reanalysis data. These observable data integrate hourly surface samples from 1 February 2002 to 31 December 2012. The time-series profiles of the SPIM have been derived from four different stations in the English Channel by considering 15 months of output hidden data from the ROMS as a statistical representation of the ocean for ≈11 years. The derived SPIM profiles clearly show seasonal and tidal fluctuations in accordance with the parent numerical model output. The surface SPIM concentrations of the derived model have been validated with satellite remote sensing data. The time series of the modeled SPIM and satellite-derived SPIM show similar seasonal fluctuations. The ranges of concentrations for the four stations are also in good agreement with the corresponding satellite data. The high accuracy of the estimated 25 h average surface SPIM concentrations (normalized root-mean-square error-NRMSE of less than 16%) is the first step in demonstrating the robustness of the method.
Introduction
An operational quantification of water turbidity is essential in many aspects of ocean and coastal management. For instance, in water quality monitoring, the European Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) requires operational measurements of long time series of turbidity levels (European Commission 2008, Annex III). The turbidity of the water column is also a key parameter in estimating the underwater visibility, as it is an optical measurement of water clarity. More specifically, marine operations involving divers or optical sensors may require the operational forecasts of the optical beam and diffuse attenuation coefficients of light traveling down the water column [1, 2] . In this case, the decision-making may require parameter values, with explicit error specifications, in areas with possibly high temporal and spatial variability.
The quantitative analysis and forecast of turbidity profiles with its main optical properties and biochemical concentrations at any spatial and temporal scales are difficult tasks. There are coupled hydrodynamical and biophysical models of primary production and sediment transport for the forecast and quantification of turbidity. These models need dedicated research teams and thorough validation. The validation of these profiles at different depth levels is difficult. Surface validation is possible using ocean color satellites in cloud-free conditions at different spatiotemporal resolutions. In situ measurements of turbidity are furthermore scarce. However, more and more operational data and products are becoming available, in particular, those from satellite remote sensing and purely hydrodynamical models of the general circulation and wave parameters (e.g., http://marine.copernicus.eu for Europe and http://data.shom.fr for France).
The concept proposed here is to benefit from all of these available data sets through the use of fusion methods and machine learning approaches that are able to process this growing amount of data. For instance, in hydrology, recent works make use of machine learning methods such as Support Vector Regression, Random Forest Regression and Artificial Neural Networks. These works aim at improving spatial classification [3] and interpolation [4] of in situ data. When time is a factor, these data-driven approaches can also use analog Kalman filters [5] and analog Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [6] . In optical remote sensing, machine learning is used to develop accurate algorithms for specific regional surface waters observed with hyperspectral [7] and multi-spectral [8] sensors. In the ocean color community, fusion methods and machine learning are emerging topics. Potential benefits of these methods include filling data gaps caused by cloud cover, inferring vertical distributions of biogeochemical variables observed at sea surface, emulate models of the upper ocean dynamics at high spatial resolution and developing relationships between environmental variables [9] [10] [11] [12] . Further applications can be found in carbon dynamics [13] [14] [15] , coastal turbidity [16, 17] , phytoplankton blooms [18] [19] [20] [21] , harmful algal blooms [22, 23] , and primary production [24] .
In this field of research, the present work is the first attempt in recovering time series of in-depth turbidity profiles. For that, an HMM time-series analysis is combined with a previous classification of modeled turbidity profiles. This classification is performed by self-organizing maps (SOMs), which is an efficient means of interpreting similar patterns in complex multivariate data sets [25] . The purpose of the present investigation is to benefit from the hindcast output of a coupled model, previously validated in a research laboratory, and to combine it with the near-real-time (NRT) output of purely hydrodynamical models and satellite measurements, in order to produce an operational system of NRT forecasts (Figure 1 ). It should be noted that model hindcast results can be replaced by in situ measurements of the vertical profile when such a time series is available and long enough to be representative of turbidity range variations at the geographical point of study.
More precisely, the idea is to extend the application of hindcast results towards an operational and statistical system that performs error processing and error output. This concept is tested here on time series of suspended particulate inorganic matter (SPIM) vertical profiles at four locations in the English Channel (western Europe; Figure 2 ). The method consists of unsupervised classification and statistical analysis of a hindcast time series of SPIM profiles issued from the hydro-sedimentary numerical model set up by Guillou et al. in 2015 [26] . The analysis is then performed with the concomitant time series of purely hydrodynamical model data and satellite-derived SPIM measurements. The statistical analysis allows for the determination of matrices of probabilities that can be further used in the processing of data for any other given period of time. This paper is organized in the following way. Sections 2 and 3 describe the study area, data set used and the statistical methods implemented for the analysis. Two experiments were performed: with and without satellite measurements in the statistical system. The results of these two experiments are displayed and discussed in Section 4, followed by the conclusions.
Study Area
The English Channel is a mega-tidal sea experiencing a tidal current of ≈1.0 m/s and a tidal range from 3 to 9 m [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . This continental shelf sea also experiences large temporal variability in particle concentrations and particle-size class distributions [30, 31] . In the English Channel, tidal currents and coastal waves primarily control particle resuspension and turbidity [30, 32, 33] . The vertical distributions of SPM in water columns of the English Channel largely depend upon two physical processes: re-suspension of bottom particles and advection of these particles by currents and waves. In the present investigation, we have selected four different stations (M1, M2, M3 and M4) from the highly dynamic coastal waters of the English Channel (Figure 2 ).
These four points correspond to the locations retained by Guillou et al. [26] for the local evaluation of numerical model predictions. These stations are, in particular, affected by different combinations of storms and tides [26] . Station M1, located near the Isle of Bréhat, Brittany coast, is strongly influenced by the spring/neap tidal cycle and is also exposed to swells coming from the west. Station M2, located in front of Barfleur, is inside a zone of strong tidal currents and moderately strong waves coming from the west. Station M3 is located east of the Isle of Wight in an area where the SPM concentration remains high compared to the other three stations throughout the year. This station is subject to tides and swells. The last station, M4, is located in the eastern part of the English Channel, where the tidal action is reduced in comparison to the other stations and the waves are weak to moderate [26, 33, 34] . 
Data and Methodology
In HMM terminology, it is common to define two sets of data: observable data and hidden data ( Figure 3 ). The hidden data are prediction targets. In our case, these are the vertical profiles of silts and sand concentrations extracted from a three-dimensional (3D) hydro-sedimentary numerical model. However, the PROFHMM approach by Charantonis et al. [19] retained in the present study does not use direct outputs of the oceanographic numerical model. It instead uses inferred statistical properties in terms of conditional probabilities between two consecutive time steps and between hidden and observable data. The observable data are the available and independent times series of observation values. These observations can be provided either by sensors or by numerical models and are also assumed to be noisy or partly erroneous. The method PROFHMM works on transition and emission probabilities between hidden data, which corresponds to the unknown parameters (Section 3.1), and observable classes, which correspond to forcing parameters (Section 3.2) [19] . For this purpose, we have classified these hidden and observable data using SOMs [36] (Section 3.3). At each time step, we extract the best matching unit. The transition and emission probabilities have been derived from the best matching units of hidden and observable data from time series analyses during a learning phase. From the sequence of concurrent observations, the "Viterbi Algorithm" [37] (Section 3.4) finds the most likely sequence of hidden states during the construction phase. 
Hidden Data
The word "hidden" comes from the HMM terminology. It can include different types of data sets, mainly model outputs. Here hidden data are selected as outputs of the 3D ROMS set up by Guillou et al. [26] in the English Channel. Each level corresponds to the SPIM concentration at a particular depth. Eleven depth levels are thus considered in sigma coordinates. The model assumes that the flow is turbulent over a rough bed. The particle assemblages are furthermore considered as spherically non-cohesive quartz components and the solid particles are not affected by the water-sediment mixture [26] . This 3D sedimentary ROMS model has been applied to the English Channel with spatial and temporal resolutions of 3 km and 30 s (with an output frequency of 1 h), respectively. The area selected for the model implementation extends from −3. • N to provide the boundary conditions. This numerical model derives particle concentrations for six grain-size classes of particle diameters ranging from 0 to 2 mm (Table 1) . We have selected the total SPIM concentrations for each depth level. These have been derived by the summation of all size classes of particles at a particular depth level.
where SPI M D is the total SPIM at depth D. These data begin from 27 September 2007 to 30 December 2008. This time span includes prominent winter storms observed as extreme event in that decade [38, 39] . The components of tides, winds and waves are incorporated in this model. The interactions between waves and currents within and outside the bottom boundary layers are parameterized on the basis of Soulsby et al. [40] . Wave parameters are incorporated from regional Wavewatch III (WW3) simulations of the English Channel and the North Bay of Biscay using a spatial configuration based on a regular square grid with a mesh size of 2 min entitled "NORGAS 2 mn".
Observable Data
Here the word "observable" is the counterpart of "hidden" in the HMM terminology. It can deal with any kind of data, such as those issued from model predictions. The present study uses operational model outputs and satellite data as observable data. The satellite data (Section 3.5) is mainly used for validation. When it is used as observable data, this leads to an assimilation process.
Significant Wave Height (Hs)
The wave parameter used for the present study has been collected from the output of the WW3, version 4.09. The model has been run at IFREMER in the framework of "Marine Renewable Energies". This is a spectral model of sea-state simulation that works on the basis of the conservation equation for wave action density. The scheme used for the configuration of the model is a propagation diagram explicit for an unstructured grid [41] . The unstructured mesh grid (HOMERE) adapts the resolution at different scales from the coastal zone (refined mesh ≈200 m) to wide open ocean waters (≈10 km of mesh). We have selected the hourly time series of significant wave height (Hs) from the WW3 model output from the English Channel. The time series of Hs50 has been extracted from Hs, which is as the running average of Hs from the preceding 50 days and is arbitrarily defined by Rivier et al. in 2012 [34] :
where
The period of 50 days is reported by Rivier et al. [34] so as to give the best coefficient of determination in a linear regression between satellite data and the modeled output for 10 locations in the English Channel.
Barotropic Currents
The Iberian-Biscay-Irish (IBI) physical ocean reanalysis system is a regional reanalysis system at a spatial/horizontal resolution of 1/12 • and vertical resolution of 75 z − levels over the European North-East Atlantic. It is run by the company Mercator Ocean. The physical IBI reanalysis product was generated through the IBIRYS ocean reanalysis system for the 2002-2012 period [42] . The physical reanalysis products were generated using the physical model of the Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) [43] . This is freely available from the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) website. These products (IBI_REANALYSIS_PHYS_005_002) consist of 3D monthly and daily mean fields of temperature, salinity, sea surface height, zonal, and meridional velocity components. Hourly means of surface fields such as the sea surface height, surface temperature, currents, and barotropic velocities, are also provided [44] . For the present study, we have extracted the hourly time series of barotropic velocities (northward Vbar and eastward Ubar components) from stations M1, M2, M3 and M4.
Self-Organizing Maps
PROFHMM uses SOMs in order to classify the available concurrent vertical distributions into the hidden states of the HMM and all observation vectors into the observable states. The SOMs are unsupervised classification algorithms that cluster data into discrete classes [36] . The discretization of the hidden and observable data has been done with 1100 states. By applying SOMs, we obtain a topological map containing states. Each state has a corresponding referent vector, whose value approximates the mean value of the data attributed to this class during the training. Two neighboring classes on the two-dimensional (2D) topological map will have referent vectors that are close in the data space. Thus, in PROFHMM, we have two maps, hidden and observable, respectively corresponding to the SOMs of the vertical SPIM and the SOMs of the input data, which are used to generate sequences of indexes of the hidden and observable states. By projecting sequences of data vectors on their corresponding topological maps, we can obtain a sequence of indexes corresponding to the class of each of the data vectors. The sequences obtained are used as inputs to train the HMM.
Hidden Markov Model
The Markov model used here is a stochastic model that assumes the first-order Markovian property, meaning that each consecutive state of the model depends solely on the previous state of the model, such as P(X t |X 1 X 2 ...X t−1 ) = P(X t |X t−1 ), where P is the conditional probability and X t is the state of the model at time t.
Expanding this principle, an HMM is a stochastic model with two sequences: one sequence of hidden states that follows the first-order Markovian property, and one sequence of observable states that has a statistical link with the hidden states. In order to model an HMM, a priori knowledge of the transitions between the hidden states of the model and the probabilities of each observable state that have been emitted from a given hidden state must be found. The determination of these probabilities requires a data set containing concurrent sequences of hidden and observable states (i.e., the learning phase). If these a priori probabilities have been estimated, the Viterbi algorithm [37] , which is an algorithm often associated with HMMs, can find the most likely sequence of unobserved states, given a sequence of concurrent observations. The Viterbi algorithm is a dynamic back-propagation algorithm whose objective is the inference of the most likely sequence of hidden states from a sequence of observable states. A normal computation of this probability would require the calculation of the probability of all possible sequences. The Viterbi algorithm circumvents this by calculating, in each time step, the maximum probability of reaching each possible state from the previous state and storing it for each state, and then iterating to the next step of the sequence. It is then able to retrieve the most likely way to reach each state at the end of the trajectory. The state with the maximum probability is selected, and then the algorithm backtracks, finding the preceding states.
Satellite Data
The satellite-derived non-algal SPM, also called the SPIM, is a multi-sensor product obtained by applying a semi-analytical algorithm to SeaWiFS, MODIS-Aqua, MERIS and VIIRS radiances. SPM was estimated following the semi-analytical algorithm proposed initially by Gohin et al. [45] and was modified and validated on in situ data collected in the coastal waters of the Bay of Biscay, the English Channel, and the western Mediterranean Sea [46] . This satellite product has been evaluated in detail by Jafar-Sidik et al. [47] through comparisons of a large set of in situ measurements of turbidity and SPM captured at the location of the Liverpool Bay mooring in the coastal waters of the Irish Sea. In this procedure, absorption and backscattering by phytoplankton were derived from preliminary estimations of Chlorophyll-a concentrations [48] . Then, SPM was obtained from radiance at 550 and 670 nm. Depending on the level of the retrieved SPM, the final SPM was chosen at 550 nm if both SPM concentrations (at 550 and 670 nm) were less than 4 mg/L. In the cases in which the SPM concentration (at 550 and 670 nm) was more than 4 mg/L, SPM(670) was chosen. Finally the satellite-derived SPM of each sensor available along the studied period (one or two sensors simultaneously) were interpolated by kriging [49] . Interpolation by kriging, widely used in the domain of spatial analysis, provides the best linear unbiased estimator given a space-time autocorrelation. Interpolations are carried out at each pixel on the 1 km grid of the images. Satellite data observed within 5 days before and 5 days after the day of interest were used to build the data sets used for the interpolation [49] .
Results and Discussion
The present work focuses on two different experiments of constructing long-term SPIM profiles using the PROFHMM method. The first experiment (experiment 1) derives vertical profiles of SPIM using four modeled variables: Hs, Hs50, Ubar and Vbar (from NEMO and WW3 operational models). The main advantage of experiment 1 was that we could validate the derived surface SPIM with satellite data. The second experiment (experiment 2) focused on the assimilation of satellite data along with the operational model outputs. For this purpose, we integrated the satellite SPIM as an observable variable along with the four variables used in experiment 1. The present work mainly concentrates on experiment 1 because of the significant importance of the validation of the derived product. The results of the output from the learning phase of experiment 1 are explained in Section 4.1.
Output from Learning Phase
The vertical sections of the SPIM for 15 months between the original ROMS model output and PROFHMM have been compared. These sections show good agreement with each other for all of the four stations. Figures 4-7 show the vertical section of the SPIM between ROMS and PROFHMM at points M2 and M3. The derived SPIM exhibited seasonal and tidal fluctuations in their magnitude for all of the four stations. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) and normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) between these two data sets (ROMS and PROFHMM) for the entire section of the learning phase have been performed using the following equations:
The RMSE value of the SPIM between the ROMS and PROFHMM data for the M1 station was 1.43 mg/L and the NRMSE was 1.67%, which is small compared with the range of SPIM observed at the M1 station, ranging from 0.08 to 85.81 mg/L. In a similar way, the RMSE and NRMSE of SPIM (range from 0.33 to 83.37 mg/L) for the M2 station were 1.25 mg/L and 1.51%, respectively. The station M3 experienced high concentrations of SPIM compared with the other three stations because this station was more shallow and also more exposed to waves compared with the other three stations, and high particle resuspension occurred. The SPIM in this station showed a range of 0.55 to 339.48 mg/L with a RMSE of 5.10 mg/L and NRMSE of 1.50%. The RMSE and NRMSE of SPIM (range from 0.01 to 87.07 mg/L) derived for the M4 station were 1.68 mg/L and 1.93%, respectively. All four stations showed very low values of errors, which confirms that the methodology works well to quantify SPIM concentrations in the learning phase.
Output from Out-of-Learning Phase
The construction of multi-year SPIM profiles has been executed with two different types of experiments.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, almost 11 years of time series data of the four variables (Hs, Hs50, Ubar and Vbar) were used as observables, and 15 months of SPIM profiles from the ROMS hydro-sedimentary model were considered as hidden data [34] in order to derive ≈11 years of SPIM profiles.
Time Series of Surface SPIM
We have pointed out that the methodology works well in all of the four stations in the learning phase, relying on these four observable variables. The profiles of SPIM have been derived through PROFHMM for ≈11 years with a sampling interval of 1 h. The validation of SPIM at each depth is out of the scope of this article because of the unavailability of sedimentary validation data for the 11-year period considered for the present study. For this reason, we have selected the surface satellite SPI M_sat for the validation of our statistical model. The hourly SPI M_sat values have been derived by the linear interpolation of daily data. As it is smooth over a semi-diurnal tidal period, we have computed 25 h of running average time series of surface PROFHMM data for the comparison with SPI M_sat data. As a consequence, the amplitude range of turbidity fluctuations having periods below 25 h (particularly from semi-diurnal tides) cannot be quantitatively validated here.
The time series of surface SPIM derived through PROFHMM and SPI M_sat showed good temporal agreement in terms of magnitude order with each other for the four stations (Figure 8) , except for station M4 in particular, which showed low SPIM concentrations. The point M1 followed a slight overestimation in SPI M_PROFHMM compared with SPI M_sat during the summer (Figure 8a) . At station M4, low values of surface SPIM (<0.1) were observed in the ROMS model. This discrepancy may have been due to the inability of the satellite to measure very low concentrations of surface SPIM [46] . The time series of SPI M_PROFHMM and SPI M_sat showed very similar seasonal fluctuations throughout the 11 year period. We observed very high concentrations of SPIM during the winter and comparatively low SPIM during the spring and summer. This was observed throughout the time series for the four stations (Figure 8 ). The periods of turbid events are well explained/predicted by PROFHMM using only the significant wave height and barotropic currents. It can furthermore be seen that there is a better fit between SPI M_PROFHMM and SPI M_sat during the time of learning phase (the red colored rectangle in each panel of Figure 8 ). An increase in the length of hidden data (more than 15 months) would lead to a better fit between SPI M_PROFHMM and SPI M_sat all the way along the time series. These discrepancies could have several causes:
• The satellite algorithm overestimates the SPIM concentration when finer particles dominate the suspension during storms [33] .
•
The kriging interpolation of satellite images becomes imprecise during storms because of the high cloud coverage [45] .
The assumptions in the ROMS model (non-cohesive particles, settling velocity, critical shear stress, etc.) are partially valid [33] .
Error Distribution of Surface SPIM
The error distribution between SPI M_PROFHMM and SPI M_sat has been derived using a normalized histogram (Figure 9 ). The mean and standard deviations of the error derived for each station show mean values near to zero, except at the station M3 ( Table 2 ). The standard deviation of the error for M1 is (±1.00), for M2 is (±1.22), for M3 is (±13.18) and for M4 is (±1.11). Because of the small number of but large outliers in the distribution at M3, a large value of the standard deviation was obtained at this point. The median absolute deviations showed a better estimation of error (Table 2) , as they were less affected by few outliers. These showed values of around 1 or 2 mg/L. The RMSE and NRMSE between SPI M_PROFHMM and SPI M_sat have been derived for the four stations. The RMSE values were found to be low (Table 2 ) compared with the range of SPIM observed in each station. The normalized RMSE (using satellite min and max values) also showed a percentage less than 16% for all of the four stations.
Experiment 2
In this experiment, we incorporated SPI M_sat as a variable along with the variables of experiment 1. The time series of SPIM profiles were derived for ≈11 years. The vertical sections of the time series showed more or less similar results to those of experiment 1. In particular, in both experiments, high frequency turbidity fluctuations (from semi-diurnal tides) displayed ranges that were qualitatively consistent with ranges of the ROMS and with the tidal current (Figures 10 and 11) . Moreover, the introduction of smooth SPI M_sat data (without semi-diurnal tidal signal) did not seem to weaken the resulting tidal component in the final SPIM signal. The error derived for the learning phase of experiment 2 showed higher values at M1, M2 and M3 and slightly lower values for station M4 compared with experiment 1 (Table 3) . This discrepancy at station M4 may have been due to the addition of inconsistent smooth/non-semi-diurnal tides (SPI M_sat) into the system as an observable parameter, while the other four observable variables were incorporated with this semi-diurnal tidal signal. At station M4, the surface SPIM values were sometimes relatively low; the satellite data likely failed to retrieve these concentrations accurately. The assimilation of timely smooth satellite data within experiment 2 may have weakened the resulting SPIM variabilities compared with variabilities obtained with experiment 1. Figures 10 and 11 give an example for the cases of both tidal cycle (spring-neap) and storm events. The resultant velocity (Res.Vel.) is derived from the barotropic currents using the following equation: Figure 10 is a representation of the tidal signal (spring-neap) from point M2, and Figure 11 is the storm event from point M3. In Figure 10 , it is observed that during neap tides, experiment 1 produced clear tidal information for the surface SPIM compared with that of experiment 2. In Figure 10c , while comparing the two curves between days 15 February and 22 February, the tidal signal in experiment 2 seemed to be perturbed by the introduction of smoother satellite information. The addition of smooth (without semi-diurnal tidal signal) satellite SPIM as an observable variable in experiment 2 produced SPIM that always tried to fit the satellite data, keeping semi-diurnal tidal information. However, this trade-off seemed to perturb some tidal periods (higher periods seen around 18 February 2009). The introduction of smooth SPI M_sat as an observable parameter may have confused the system while deriving the SPIM concentration. In Figure 11e , we can see higher values of Hs than are typically considered as a wave event. During this event, experiment 2 led to a weaker tidal signal compared to experiment 1 (Figure 11a ). 
Conclusions
In the English Channel, we demonstrated the feasibility of deriving vertical SPIM profiles over a long time period (≈11 years) while only using three local and average hydrodynamic parameters (Hs, Ubar and Vbar). In these highly dynamical waters, the SPIM-profile time evolution follows statistical properties that are given by a previous analysis of a shorter time series (≈1 year) hindcast coming from a dedicated hydro-sedimentary deterministic model. By nature, a priori statistics are sensitive to the range and magnitude of processes sampled by the hindcast simulation. For this reason, the choice of this hindcast must be representative of the final extension period of the statistical simulation. For instance, here we used hidden data from 27 September 2007 to 30 December 2008. This period included a winter storm observed as the most prominent extreme event in the last decade [38, 39] . The validation of the resulting and averaged (25 h) SPIM concentrations with satellite non algal particles (NAP) concentrations measured at the ocean surface led to NRMSE of less than 16%, which was a first step in demonstrating the robustness of this methodology. Further validation tests with in situ measurements of the whole vertical profile are required. When operational forecasts of Hs, Ubar and Vbar are available, this statistical method would then be able to deliver turbidity forecasts. Furthermore, the method is able to easily "assimilate" satellite data. Here, a first experiment used NAP concentrations from L4 satellite products that do not contain the semi-diurnal tidal signal. A further experiment with the assimilation of NAP measured by future geostationary satellites (such as the MTG/FCI-Meteosat Third Generation/Flexible Combined Imager, [50] ) is desired. The processing would then benefit from L4 products having a high temporal (≈1 h) resolution. Data collected over nights and cloudy areas are then needed ( [51] with DINEOF processing for completion over cloudy areas). This data-driven approach is general in the sense that it can analyze a hindcast simulation from any other validated hydro-sedimentary model, having different resolutions, coordinates, configurations, assumptions (laws), particle type/shape, and so forth. Such a possibility should be further tested, for instance, with an experiment in a different area where turbid river plumes are a major process, a case which has not been tested here.
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